
SHOULD PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS IN MALAYSIA BE ABOLISHED ESSAY

The Malaysia government has started discussing about whether public examination in primary schools and secondary
schools should be abolished. This issue.

Many people believe that taking public examination is just another stepping stone for students before moving
on to higher education and help their parents to know their performance in schools. The instruction system can
replace tests with academic assignments as good. Schools that achieved the above targets will be awarded as
the best school in the country with the highest ratings. For example, examination results are the main criteria
when selecting students for entrance into universities. We were brilliant at peer assessment even then, simply
because our positions depended on it. One of the public scrutinies is SPM. A job applicant has Should
Uniform Be Abolished? Besides that, children good performance in public examination will allow them to get
a scholarship. There are advantages in exams, but there are people who think the opposite that exams have
more disadvantages to the students and should be abolished. This essay will discuss whether public
examination should be abolished or not. After an examination, students will have an overview that which
subjects they are weak at. Even three-year-old children lugged backpacks to tuition classes after day care.
Besides that, public examination is not the only way to determine the future of that student. Although many
people say that public scrutiny should non be abolished. Without the public examinations, students will be too
free and they might not study at all. Through test. Clearly, it makes a good step to our country education. My
name is Ong Ru Shan and. For every examination, students should set their own targets so that they can
achieve higher grades. Every person, in their quest for knowledge, would inevitably encounter numerous
modes of examinations through the course of their academic journey. Lastly, the stress faced by the teachers is
also one of the aspects that public examination should be abolished. Schools that achieved the above targets
will be awarded as the best school in the country with the highest ratings. Get Essay Public examination has
different name in different countries. If they are not exposed to this kind of examinations, they will have
difficulties in future while studying. So without the examinations there is no way for the teachers to help the
weaker students to improve their knowledge. Besides that, in this way it will also motivate students to study
harder. This issue has become hot topic among citizens in Malaysia. Oppositions strongly argue that public
scrutiny will assist pupils to be more focussed and motivated in their surveies while puting their ain marks.
For example, Jabatan Pendidikan Awam JPA has provided the chances for the students who are interested to
further their studies in the top university chosen by JPA however the result of their public examination should
be excellent under overseas scholarship program. Would they be able to independently assess their students to
help them learn better and to help themselves teach better? Examinations, as we know it, have emerged to be
the main theme of modern education in the ever-changing landscape of academia. Subscribe now to read more
post like this one!


